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Fwd: Urgent letter to VA Delegate
To campaign@lesadams.org   Copy Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com> • Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law> •
James O'Keefe <veritastips@protonmail.com> •
stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>  

Note: Sorry sent an older draft. See this email.

Friends of Les Adams,

Please make sure that Les Adams receives the foregoing forwarded email as I do not know if he is receiving this
letter from Brian Hill. My son who is asking for inquiry, investigation, and possibly impeachment of two individuals
who are violating laws and/or malfeasance. Seven (7) Attachments of evidence which proves laws were violated
and evidence was illegally destroyed. Two government officials who have broken laws may need to be impeached
or anarchy could happen in the city of Martinsville or it is already happening which is lawlessness as the
U.S. Supreme Court had saids in Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438; https://casetext.com/case/olmstead-
v-united-states-green-v-same-innis-v-same. Anarchy such as evidence can destroyed in every case prosecuted by
Commonwealth's Attorney Glen Andrew Hall, even in contradiction of police department's own policy. Then after he
is caught violating court orders as a contemnor, he is allowed to get away with violating court orders and illegally
destroying evidence during a federal investigation. If Mr. Andy Hall doesn't get punished, then in every past
case, and every future case prosecuted by Glen Andrew Hall can have evidence destruction, obstruction of
justice, court orders can be not complied with, and laws can be freely violated. We must have laws, without
laws we have anarchy. Destroying evidence makes the Commonwealth Attorney a "lawbreaker" to secure a
conviction against an innocent man by use of fraud and deception. Committing crimes to convict the innocent.

Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 483 (1928) (“And if this Court should permit the Government, by means
of its officers' crimes, to effect its purpose of punishing the defendants, there would seem to be present all the
elements of a ratification. If so, the Government itself would become a lawbreaker.”)
Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 485 (1928) (“Decency, security and liberty alike demand that government
officials shall be subjected to the same rules of conduct that are commands to the citizen. In a government of laws,
existence of the government will be imperilled if it fails to observe the law scrupulously. Our Government is the
potent, the omnipresent teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the whole people by its example. Crime is
contagious. If the Government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for law; it invites every man to become a
law unto himself; it invites anarchy. To declare that in the administration of the criminal law the end justifies the
means — to declare that the Government may commit crimes in order to secure the conviction of a private criminal
— would bring terrible retribution. Against that pernicious doctrine this Court should resolutely set its face.”)

Please make sure that Virginia Delegate Leslie R. (Les) Adams receives Brian's letter. As his mother I do believe
there needs to be an investigation into this matter as Glen Andrew Hall has violated laws here. We have proof of
this and this evidence of Glen Andrew Hall violating the law and committing obstruction of justice is in federal court
records at courtlistener.com as well. Who will prosecute and indict Glen Andrew Hall for violating laws??? He
will not prosecute himself and he will not turn himself into jail for committing crimes. So who will prosecute
the Commonwealth Attorney for committing crimes???

Thanks,
Roberta
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Virginia Delegate Leslie R. (Les) Adams,
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My son Brian Hill would like for me to email you this letter and seven attachments in support
of that letter. They are attached.

Attachments:
Letter to VA Delegate Leslie Adams - February 23, 2023.pdf: Letter to Datagate
1.court-orders.pdf: Evidence Attachment in support of Letter
2.Brian Hill FOIA Request.pdf: Evidence Attachment in support of Letter
3.Letters-police-chief-bodycam.pdf: Evidence Attachment in support of Letter
4.FOIAemail.pdf: Evidence Attachment in support of Letter
5.Declaration-Scott-Albrecht-2-13-2023.pdf: Evidence Attachment in support of Letter
6.USWGO_20230216_144448(OCR).pdf: Evidence Attachment in support of Letter
7.Fwd Status of FOIA Request of Brian David Hill.pdf: Evidence Attachment in support of
Letter

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter and seven attachments from my son. He is a
constituent. He cannot use email himself at this time so I am emailing this to you on his
behalf.

Thank You,
Roberta Hill

Letter to VA Delegate Leslie Adams - February 23, 2023.pdf (400 KB)

1.court-orders.pdf (1 MB)

5.Declaration-Scott-Albrecht-2-13-2023.pdf (492 KB)

6.USWGO_20230216_144448(OCR).pdf (456 KB)

4.FOIAemail.pdf (378 KB)

3.Letters-police-chief-bodycam.pdf (3 MB)

2.Brian Hill FOIA Request.pdf (204 KB)

7.Fwd Status of FOIA Request of Brian David Hill.pdf (421 KB)
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